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After a good first up win, Round 2 saw us venture out to Ledger oval to tackle Woodville South in what was a game we definitely weren’t taking lightly. The opposition 
coming off a heavy defeat, coupled with the fact we have had previous close encounters with them, meant we were going to have to be switched and ready to play from 
the start.

We won the toss and kicked with the breeze and started well kicking the first goal within a minute. Woody South were up for the challenge though and the quarter ended 
up being quite even, stats wise, with both sides entering their forward 50, 12 times. The difference certainly was an active Alex Forster starting brilliantly kicking 4 goals for 
the term which led to us taking a 19 point lead at the first break. Two early injuries left us with only one fit player on the bench, which certainly was a slight concern.
The second quarter we started to get on top, Max Read was dominating the ruck, giving our midfield first opportunity and we piled on 7.4 from 16 inside 50 forays. Our 
ball movement was slick and we switched the play at times and then came back through the corridor resulting in our opposition finding us a hard team to defend. Half 
time we had blown the lead out to 52 points and we spoke at the break of really putting the foot down and running away with a big win.

The majority of the 3rd quarter was quite even, with the play at times becoming a little scrappy and congested. The opposition put some players behind the ball and 
made it harder for us to score freely, until the last 5 minutes where we kicked 3 quick goals from fast, smart ball movement. The score at the final change was Pembroke 
16.10 to Woody South 6.5.

The last term was again a little untidy at times but we had done enough and players were getting tired with only one rotation on the bench. We still battled away hard and 
won the quarter scoring 2.3 to 0.5 to run out winners by 76 points. Final scores being Pembroke 18.13-121 to Woody South 6.9-45, another really impressive victory by the 
lads.

Up forward Alex Forster was a standout kicking a bag of 10 goals, to give him 19 after 2 games! Isaac Twelftree and Nick Worrall also provided good targets and Ben 
Williams chimed in with 3 goals and had an impact in the middle, to be one of our best.

Maxy Read was brilliant all day in the ruck, working extremely well with our midfield, especially Jimmy Allan, who had a day out collecting 49 possessions and setting up 
numerous plays. Harrison George, Adam Zeni and Jack Green all played major roles through the middle collecting plenty of touches and also applying constant pressure 
around the contest.

In defence, Ollie Harms had another great game, Chuck Canny was solid in his first hit out after a hammy injury, and Jake Van Der Hoek and Heath Rusby had good 
moments and contributed well. 

Our young players continue to improve, Jack Carruthers and Magnus Illman both had good games and it was great to see Ned Kennett have a break out game with 32 
possessions and take some good marks across half back.

This week we face a big challenge against last year’s premiers Walkerville away but we are ready to have a real crack at them. We hope to see lots of support on Saturday. 
Go Kings!! 

Nathan Woods 
Senior Coach

ROUND 3
VS Walkerville
Walkerville Oval
Report Time - 12:15pm
Game Time - 2:15pm

A GRADE MATCH REPORT





Round 2 was the Grand Final rematch against Woodville South, which over the last couple of years we have created a nice little rivalry, they hate us, and we hate 
them!

On paper we had a solid side, but as is so often the case, the side on paper does not always reflect the side on the park.  We needed to be at our best.

The first quarter saw Woodville South win the toss and kick with a 2 – 3 goal breeze.  We started off well with Zeus once again giving us first possession of the 
ball in the middle and it wasn’t long till this week’s Guest Star, Tom Evans, was having a few shots on goal, and eventually our only major for the quarter.  The 
arm wrestle had begun.  Luckily enough Big Muz had not made his way from the tuck shop yet after smashing through a couple of giant-sized steak sangas 
which left Woody South with a player in his second game, but he was proving to be a real handful and we were lucky he couldn’t kick to save his life and we 
went into quarter time down by our standard Kings v Cats margin of 1 point – 1.2 – 8 to 1.3 – 9

 The second quarter we started to get our game together, with our defence, namely Scotty Fischer and Venka Shivashanker providing great defence and plenty 
of run off half back and when the ball did venture deeper Skunk, Browny and Harry Roberts were there to clean up or put on strong defence.  We really utilized 
the use of the wind in the second and did what we needed to do, it was not our best footy, but it was enough.  We went into half time up by 22 points after 
kicking 5 majors to Woody Souths 1 – 6.4 – 40 to 2.6 – 18.

The third quarter was all Woody South, their big game players like Muz and, as Buster calls him, Superman really starting to make an impact.  Our defence 
battled hard, and our midfield got first use but really didn’t capitalise on it or probably read him as well as we should, maybe something to consider at training, 
and got a little forward of the play which is not our game plan where the midfield supports the defence, sit behind the play and front and centre of the forwards 
when required, giving the forward 50 plenty of space to run into.  Having said that we did manage to go into 3 quarter time still slightly ahead and with the win 
for the last, time to let our fitness finish off the game.

Finally in the last the boys came to play, and we saw glimpses of what 2021 will bring … and its exciting.  Harry Roberts was sensational at CHF locking the ball 
into the forward line and providing true gut running and defensive action even when he was completely knackered, some of the best footy I have seen you 
play mate and was really proud of the effort, even more so he kicked a crunch goal when needed.  Our midfield got on top, Oscar Switala and Tom Duffy finally 
got some opportunities to stretch their legs and out run some people and Duff’s hands are as strong and reliable as anyone’s at the club, Cal Green showed was 
strong as the defensive small forward and is really showing he is going to be a long-term Senior player for our club.  Howey really started to show some of his 
2019 form that got him more A grade games than B and Tucker showed us why he is only a Guest spot in the B’s with a lot up the field play and defensive action, 
two things Tom would identify are not his forte but will provide another feather to an extensive bow, and will no doubt have is magnet back on the A grade 
board quickly.  The boys finished the game with plenty of run and were just too fit for Woody South finishing with 8 scoring shots to 2 in the last to close out the 
game 21-point winners – 10.11 – 71 to 7.8 – 50.

Now to Walkerville who are as strong as ever and still in my opinion the second-best side from 2020.  Its is in their kitty litter and they play us well there.  I still 
have nightmares from last years effort there, we will not let that happen again.

Tom Wightman
B Grade Coach

ROUND 2
VS Walkerville
Walkerville Oval
Report Time - 11:15am
Game Time - 12:15pm

B GRADE MATCH REPORT





In round 2 our beloved Glamours made the trip down to Ledger Oval to take on Woodville South. After an awesome win over the reigning premiers in round 1 the boys definitely had 
the confidence to get the job done and we were desperate to come away with our first away win of the season. It was a bit of a mixed bag at the selection table losing a couple of key 
position stars in Liam Switala and Henry Nicholson but these were covered by the very exciting debut of young prospect Dylan Hopkins as well as the inclusion of 3 very good players 
from the B grade in Tom Denyer, Jesse Finemann and Zeb Cunningham-Brown. In the end it was a very good looking side on paper and we knew we had more than enough to get the 
job done and get it done convincingly, we just needed to play the way we know how. 

In the first term it was a bit of an arm wrestle as Woody South came out and tried to match it with us in the first 5 minutes. The contest looked reasonably even as they pegged a goal 
back after we had put on the first two. Our case wasn’t helped as we lost our star recruit “The Sluddgge” Harry Bilyk to a quad injury in the first 5 minutes, however I was still quietly 
confident we had the tools to eventually get on top of these guys and run over them. Our biggest let down in the first quarter was that we were wasteful with that last kick inside 50 
and a number of skill errors cost us scoring opportunities and ended up in turnovers. At the quarter time break it was clear that we had to clean this side of our game up if we were 
ever going to control the remainder of the contest. The score at the first break was Woodville South 1.1.7 to Pembroke 3.5.23 and even know we didn’t nail them on the scoreboard we 
had begun to dominate the game.

The second quarter was a different story. The Kings came out absolutely flying and began to truly take control of the game. We started taking the ball cleanly both over our head 
and below our knees and our ball movement was a good as it’s ever been. The skills were cleaned up beautifully and we could hardly miss a target which meant the forwards started 
receiving some excellent service. Big Fred McClure at full forward started reaping the rewards as he booted 2 of his 6 goals and Tom Denyer found plenty of the footy and was setting 
up everything. This was one of the best quarters of footy we’ve played as we ran riot and piled on 8 goals in a dominant display. The score at the main break was Woodville South 2.2.14 
to Pembroke 11.8.74 and the game was well and truly ours with a half still to play.

The half time message was simple, we cant take our foot off the gas at all as it’ll open the door for Woodville South to get back into the game which we would not accept. Thankfully 
the third quarter turned out to be more of the same. The midfield continued their dominance with ruckman Tom Berry continuing his awesome start by giving our gun midfielders 
Lachie Jones and Mark Bachetti plenty of first use. The best thing about these midfielders was their willingness to work hard with both Bachetti and Jones constantly getting forward 
and getting on the scoreboard. Bachetti ended up with 3 goals and Jones 4 as they put on a midfield masterclass. Even without two of our key forwards Bilyk and Nicholson our 
forward line was still working as good as ever. McClure was clunking everything and could’ve kicked more than the 6 he ended up with and Mawby off the half forward flank was off 
the leash so much he ended up getting tagged. Another ripping quarter from the Glamours as we piled on another 8 goals to well and truly put the game to bed with a 105 point lead 
at the final break. The score line was Woodville South 3.2.20 to Pembroke 19.11.125. 

The final quarter was all about making this a huge percentage boosting win and sending a statement to the competition that we will be the benchmark this year. It is clear to see that 
we will be fitter than every side in the competition so I wanted to see us running out this game comfortably and coming away with a huge win. This is exactly what happened and the 
boys did not let up which was so pleasing to see. One of our main reasons we were so dominant was because of debutant Dylan Hopkins dominating at centre half back and creating 
so many offensive rebounds with his elite kicking skills. Another very dominant quarter from the boys saw us pile on a further 7 goals to come away with a massive 154 point victory in 
one of the most complete and dominant performances I have seen during my 8 years playing C grade. The final score line was Woodville South 3.2.20 to Pembroke 26.18.174. This was 
such an awesome performance with all 25 players dominating their position and contributing to this massive win. It sets us up beautifully and definitely sends a message to the rest of 
the competition that we will be a force this year. Now its time to roll this momentum into our next away game at Walkerville and it is vital that we remain undefeated and come away 
with another big win over a side that was comfortably beaten by Adelaide Uni last week. The signs are all there that we have an awesome opportunity to do something special this 
year and we need to make sure everyone is committed to getting the job done week in week out. Cannot wait for round 3!! 

Love the kingsss and love the Glams!! 

Steven Bevan
C Grade Coach

ROUND 2
VS Walkerville
Walkerville Oval
Report Time - 9am
Game Time - 10:15am

C GRADE MATCH REPORT





After a disappointing loss last week against a relatively strong Old Iggies side, the D Grade boys rolled up physically and 
mentally prepared for a huge game against the massive club that is Tea Tree Gully.

The first quarter was a very physical contest and it was quite apparent that some of the TTG boys were looking for blood. To our 
boys’ credit, none of them gave in to the niggle that was going on and continued to play our brand of footy with the first quarter 
finishing with the Kings a goal up.

We continued to play solid kings footy in the second quarter and were rewarded by putting some goals on the board. Whopper 
was instrumental in giving our forwards in Pete Jones and Cam Andrews something to work with. Fergus Illman and Tom 
Kilgariff were really stepping up down back and constantly shutting down opposition forward entries and using that footy to 
create plenty of space for mids to work into. We finished the second half 27 to 10.

The second half ran off of the same script. All 25 of the boys showed great signs and really took it to a wasteful Tea Tree Gully. 
Not once did we give into the push and shove game they were trying to play.  We ran out winners on the day 8 goals 7, 55 to 4 
goals 9, 33. This was an absolutely massive first win for the team and all the boys should be very proud of themselves to how 
they played on Saturday.

It was a very tough day to pick best players as any one of the boys could’ve snuck into the top 5. First gamer Elliot Thompson 
was impressive down back impacting some packs and making sure the ball hit the deck. Jimmy Feeney in his first game 
contested hard around the stoppages. Jai Maddock and Josh Fidler both made a statement as well, putting their hands up for 
selection contention next week. Cam Andrews kicked 3 including a superb checky from the grandstand pocket after selling 
some candy. Jimmy O rucked hard all day and got to a majority of the contests around the ground, standing tall and taking 
some important marks. 

All in all it was a super successful day for us and really gets our season underway. We take on SPOC this week now who will come 
at us hard, but I have every belief that our boys will again, turn up prepared and ready to win another game of contested footy.

Tom Sneath
D Grade Coach

ROUND 2
VS Tea Tree Gully
Haslam Oval
Report Time - 10am
Game Time - 12:15pm

D GRADE MATCH REPORT





Well after experiencing the excitement of our first ever win this week we came across our first ever draw. It was at 
times a frustrating game for the Queens, we dominated a large majority of the play throughout the match and also 
had many forward fifty opportunities. 

The opposition were quite tall and had some excellent overhead marking players which at times did make it difficult 
for us to score. Debutant Sophie Bonner fitted extremely well into the team and looked quite capable up forward 
around the goals. Lucy Hammond moved int to the main ruck position after half time and did a great job getting the 
ball forward. 

Our midfield group also worked tirelessly all day with Holly Cunningham providing plenty of run and spark along 
with the match-saving goal in the last minute of play. Bella Bernardi & Lu Lu Tierney continue to get better each 
week and Milly Schultz-Boylen is also making a strong impact. Lily Latham also did a great in defence on a tall and 
strong opposition player who was their main target up forward. The girls can gain a lot of confidence with another 
very competitive game under their belts. We now look forward to taking on the top team Lockleys this week. Go 
Queens!! 

John Cunningham 
Women’s Coach

ROUND 1
VS Edwardstown
Haslam Oval
Game Time - 9:45am

WOMEN’S MATCH REPORT





MAJOR SPONSORMAJOR SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORGOLD SPONSOR

JUMPER SPONSORJUMPER SPONSOR



SILVER SPONSORSILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORBRONZE SPONSOR



LISTEN TO OUR PODCASTLISTEN TO OUR PODCAST
This week on the All Things Kings podcast cohosts Alex Breda and Jack Green are 

joined by 2020 A Grade Best and Fairest Winner Nick Worrall.

The boys discuss 4&20 pie rankings, sauna chats, pregame meals and much more!
 

Brought to you by Rixx Eyewear and the Pembroke Old Scholars Football Club. 

Produced by Alex Breda.

Listen to it here:

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1RvejbwuDYrokLXnMdMl2S?si=O-mcpZf9RjW-rqLuXymVlA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1RvejbwuDYrokLXnMdMl2S?si=O-mcpZf9RjW-rqLuXymVlA
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